Histomorphometry in paraffin sections of thyroid tumors.
Planimetric features of cell nuclei in paraffin-embedded histological sections of benign and malignant thyroid tumors, as well as normal thyroid tissue as control, were determined by means of a semiautomatic system. The main aim was to objectify possible quantitative differences between adenomas and carcinomas of the thyroid gland, which had recently been reported by several authors. For each nuclear profile, the area, the maximum diameter as well as two form factors were calculated. Statistical analyses of morphometric differences between normal controls, oxyphilic adenomas and carcinomas, and between follicular adenomas and carcinomas were performed using the T-test, a multivariate test, and a discriminant analysis. The tests revealed significant differences between controls and all other groups. The most striking result, however, was the total discrimination between follicular adenomas and carcinomas, with no false reclassification. Carcinomas had a higher mean nuclear area and diameter and a lower form factor. A similar reliability of discrimination could be obtained by comparing these morphometric values in oxyphilic adenomas and carcinomas. When using a test set of 9 cases (4 adenomas, 5 carcinomas), only one adenoma was falsely reclassified as a carcinoma by the discriminant analysis. Our results thus allow the conclusion that planimetric nuclear measurements indeed seem to be useful for the objectivation of cytomorphologic differences between adenomas and carcinomas of the thyroid gland.